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Exhaust Systems

May 30, 1975 - Seems you never have enough of a good thing. Well ... of the things that you can and cannot do when it comes to .... After you have determined. 
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more power with the addition of four proper length pipes. These pipes were to have been some four and three quarters inches long. Pipes were built up and installed



on the engine so that they could be removed while the engine was running. These pipes were not as per print, but crossed under the engine, the front pair going at 90° into a single pipe exiting at the fire wall — the rear pair doing the same (two stroke opposed). This engine was then put into a model airplane that was a little bit



too heavy for it. The plane would not get off the ground with these pipes left off, however, it would wallow through



the air with the pipes installed. When the engine was run on a test block and the pipes removed while it was in operation, you'd hear a definite drop in rpm. By the same



token, when the pipes were placed back in position, the thing picked up quite a few rpms. The pitch went higher



By James M. Hill (EAA



43121)



25 Orient Ave. Melrose, Mass. 02176



B 1



ACK NOT TOO many years ago you could hear the sound of a well-tuned exhaust system anywhere, and



those who were interested in that sort of thing enjoyed the heck out of it. Whether the sound was varoomay, vagroom, varoomio, or good old U.S.A. vahroom, a guy could appreciate the sound, but now it seems those sounds are condemned to that spot called the race track. They even tell us now we can't make a little bit of noise a thousand feet from the ground. However, when we're



giving up some of that noise, we're giving up a little thing they call power. The smaller the engine, the less power you have. When you start giving up on something that's



already small, you don't go very far or get up very high or go very fast. Seems you never have enough of a good thing. Well, there are ways to get around this giving up of



power and that's what we'll try to discuss here. What brought this whole thing to my attention was a piece by



our beloved gentleman, Tony B. However, I believe we can go a little deeper into this subject by explaining some of the things that you can and cannot do when it comes to exhaust systems. The sound of a well-tuned exhaust first came to my attention at about the age often which is about 1938 when I attended the first motorcycle race in Laconia, N. H. Here they all ran open pipes, all of them short, and for several years this was standard practice to hear this stacatto bark which really wasn't doing much on a flat-head engine. Today, things are a little different. They have tuned



intakes and tuned exhausts and they do one heck of a lot more work than you might imagine. The maximum rpm



on the racetrack back in the days of the early flat-head Harleys and Indians was about four or five thousand, with today's super-tuned machines that turn up 15, 18,



20, yes, 22 thousand or more for the smallest competition engines. Theory has come a long, long way. From hardly more than a valve open to the air, they've come to first the proper length straight pipe, then they found the action of megaphones, straight and reversed cone. On the motorcycle of 1930 to 1965 vintage, the straight pipe of the proper length causes the cam to begin to work at 4000



rpm, witfi the proper silencer about 3000 rpm. Although it's a bit flatter, it does not have the power of a straight pipe. With the proper reverse-cone meg it'll come in at maybe 2500 and boost itself to a great crescendo of power at about 6000 or 7000 and then begin to slowly drop off. But whatever you do, don't try to take the whole pipe off or you can't even start the machine. I proved this to myself some time ago. I own a small 4-cylinder glow-plug engine made a few years ago. The instructions claimed it would run with 30 MAY 1975



and there seemed to be much more power which proved that something is better than nothing. There was a boy out back one day who had a small four stroke engine, flathead, probably some kind of power-unit for a lawn mower, and he discovered the fact



that if he stuck about a four foot length of pipe two inches I.D. over the end of the open exhaust pipe, the note



changed. More important than that, so did the rpm. A loose fit, but it went up. He spent several hours a month playing with this thing. Although it probably irritated everyone in the neighborhood, I was amused. In Germany there is a machine shop that is completely



powered by one single diesel engine. This diesel engine has about a half meter diameter piston with approximately an 8 foot stroke. Someone came along and figured out the proper length for this was an 8" diameter pipe



about 67'/2 feet long. Seems a little ridiculous, doesn't it, but the top rpm on this engine is about 4000. This large engine is very well scavenged. At one point, when the exhaust system had to be rebuilt, they had to shut the plant down as without this proper length pipe the engine would not pull enough power to operate the equipment.



Okay, when it comes to a little Volkswagen engine we can do two or three things that will work. What will work on one engine in theory will work on another. To start with, let's get a few truths out of the way. 1. Short stacks are not the best answer for anything. 2. You can have extremely tight bends on your exhaust system close to the exhaust valve. Downstream it's



bad news. Up close where the velocity and the pressure are so high, it doesn't seem to make a heck of a lot of difference. I don't mean kinks when I say this, I mean tight radii.



3. Do not under any circumstances (if there's any way to prevent it, that is) have four different length pipes or even two different length pipes (in the case of a Franklin or Carr twin). Whenever possible keep all four



pipes the exact same length. Don't use short pipes. True, they're just kind of chuffy, they don't put out much power, they certainly don't scavenge, and they certainly don't



prevent any gases from escaping. They don't seem to do anything but just be what they are, enough to dump the stuff over the side. The proper length is all important and this is fairly easy to attain. Please bear in mind that we are not tuning for speed here, we are tuning for torque. Of course, with as much torque as you can get out of an engine, you also attain a little more speed or climb rate in that you'll be able to use a larger or steeper pitch propeller. HOC



an expansion chamber or a muffler without much back pressure or the use of both a resonance chamber and a



Figure 1 will show you the approximate action of the exhaust gas being emitted from the short stack. As you can see, this system is a pretty flat deal. It does the job of actually dumping the gas outside and protects the valve from the cold air which if it came in contact with the valve would cause it to warp. The nicest part about the short stack is the fact that it is not a noisy stack and has a reasonably pleasant note from say from 500 feet on up. But as you can see, it doesn't do much and the necessity for



you must have what we would call an opened-end. This expansion chamber that could be put at this point must be at least nine times the swept volume of any one cylinder. More is better. This also holds true for your exhaust



Therefore, there being no substitute for cubic inches except rpms and the fact that you can't use all the rpms without gearing, we've got to find another route. It may sound like a lot of work making all four pipes



the muffler. As these stub pipes are open to a common muffling chamber and the velocity has already been decreased, pressure is also decreased going through the larger volume and will have abated not only the velocity but also much of the sound as well.



more power in a small engine is always self-evident.



the same length and they might end up longer than you



think they should, although it may be possible to Siamese



muffler further downstream. However, at roughly 63"



muffler. Upon leaving the exhaust muffler, you may use



stub pipes of a larger diameter than your exhaust pipes.



The same is true leaving the resonance chamber and into



them into two, or even one downstream. You may even have to cross your after pipes underneath the engine to



keep them reasonably the same length on the outside of



your aircraft, but I think with a little experimenting you'll find that this is well worth it because it does add considerably to your torque. After you have determined where you want this high torque point, then you've got



to get the length of the pipe. For instance, even though



you pick an arbitrary point such as perhaps 2800, the pipe (or the camming in this case) will come in a little



bit sooner and last quite a little bit beyond where you picked your point. For a Volkswagen 2800 rpm may be a



good range to work from, the mean distance between 2500 rpm and 3300 rpm. So we'll assume we want this to be



at maximum torque at about 2800. The exhaust gas on a normal pipe will travel at that temperature about 1700 ft./sec., which for all practical purposes, is about the same speed as sound at that rarified atmosphere and temperature. This would be on a standard size pipe for that valve only. However, there are ways around this to make the long pipe shorter. By using a slightly larger diameter pipe, you can fool the exhaust into thinking that it is in the proper diameter pipe and it will act almost as well as if it were. In the future we will refer to



the rapidly escaping gas as a slug or plug of air. Remem-



ber the old law, a body in motion tends to remain in motion; bodies at rest tend to remain at rest. Now let's take a look at the formula for determining



the length of the pipe. Let 1650 be the exhaust gas veloci-



ty. On a Volkswagen engine, the degree of valve opening



would be 114". Let the rpm be in this case about 3000. Remember, the cam will begin to work a little bit sooner than what you picked for your rpm and will continue to work beyond that point.



Vs = velocity in ft./sec. Dr = degree of crankshaft time of valve opening L = length of pipe measured from open valve



R.P.M.



= L =



to be a minus pressure just before the exhaust valve closes, or at least no pressure whatsoever. The intake valve would be open at this point slightly, and the gases build up, with any luck at all, from whatever ram effect



there may be from the fresh charge rushing in to take the place of the exhaust gases. With this plug of exhaust gas



in its neutral position or slightly returning toward the engine we then see that there actually could be a slight super-charging effect from the exhaust gas. This system sounds great, but it ain't necessarily so. In tuning for speed, the man will sit by his engine and a dynomometer. The engine will be running, he'll measure



the pounds pressure, and perhaps cut another '/»" off his



exhaust pipe in order to get the proper length. Not having



a dynomometer, perhaps the next best possible thing is to watch the tachometer. With a set of pipes made perhaps from telescoping tubing, keeping all the ends the correct



length, or even perhaps using only 2 at a time, make like



Let:



Vs x Dr



Figure 2 shows you what we are trying to achieve



with the proper length pipe. The object is to get the wave



1650x 114"



= 62.7



3000



As you can see the formula will give you a pipe length of approximately 63 inches. However, it may seem a little long, but should you have crossed it underneath your engine, remember this is a fine place to put the heat transfer point, assuming you'd have room enough for such. This would be, of course, to an open system, and it isn't just a staccato bark, it's a very loud bugle. It works like a trumpet. There is going to be a lot of noise. It'll be efficient, but there's a lot of noise. However, here again, you've



got to do perhaps a little more in the experimenting with



a slide trombone. Watch the tachometer, and get the maximum rpm for a particular power setting. The formula's good, but it's only approximate. Therefore, at best it is only a place to start from. Whether using any of these



systems will make that much difference because of added



weight is something that only you can determine. Here again, if you're going to use a 2-stroke engine instead of a 4-stroke, you may use double the rpm in that the 2-stroke



fires every time it comes to the top. If you wish the best



and most comprehensive information available on this, there is one book that I know of in the entire world that



is published on this subject. It is entitled Scientific Design of Exhaust and Intake Systems 3rd Ed. by Phillip



H. Smith and John C. Morrisson. I was able to obtain this excellent publication at Robert Bentley Inc., 872 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02139. The price will be approximately $11, hut if you're seriously interested in making your own system, I strongly recommend the acquiring of this book. I think it will answer almost any question you have. All I can say is good luck and let us know how it works out. SPORT AVIATION 31
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Aircraft Exhaust Systems IV 

BY BRIEN A. SEELEY, ED VETTER AND THE CAFE BOARD. The goal of this report is to improve the power, efficiency and reliability of aircraft exhaust systems.
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